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A B S T R A C T 

The Southern African Large Telescope surv e y of helium-rich hot subdwarfs aims to explore evolutionary pathways among 

groups of highly evolved stars. The selection criteria mean that several hot white dwarfs and related objects have also been 

included. This paper reports the disco v ery and analysis of eight new very hot white dwarf and pre-white dwarf stars with ef fecti ve 
temperatures exceeding 100 000 K. They include two PG1159 stars, one DO white dwarf, three O(He), and two O(H) stars. One 
of the O(H) stars is the central star of a newly disco v ered planetary nebula, and the other is the hottest ‘naked’ O(H) star. Both 

of the PG1159 stars are GW Vir variables, one being the hottest GW Vir star measured and a crucial test for pulsation stability 

models. The DO white dwarf is also the hottest in its class. 

Key words: surv e ys – stars: early-type – stars: fundamental parameters – stars: oscillations – white dwarfs – planetary nebulae: 
individual. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

his paper describes how a surv e y of helium-rich subdwarf stars (He-
ds) has led to the disco v ery of sev eral v ery hot white dwarf and pre-
hite dwarf stars. He-sds co v er a range of ef fecti ve temperature from

round 30 000 to well o v er 60 000 K and comprise some 10 per cent
f all hot subdwarfs. They are considered to form a population 
istinct from the hydrogen-rich subdwarfs, having clearly different 
volution histories with the majority likely being the result of low- 
ass double white dwarf mergers (Zhang & Jeffery 2012 ). However, 

heir properties are diverse and have led to a spectroscopic surv e y
o characterize a large sample with which to explore evolutionary 
onnections (Jeffery, Miszalski & Snowdon 2021 ). The surv e y uses
he Southern African Large Telescope (SALT) at both low resolution 
 ∼2.2 Å) and, where possible, high resolution ( ∼0.1 Å). Approxi-
ately 300 He-sds have now been observed and classified (Jeffery 

t al., in preparation). The sample aims to include any star visible
o SALT with a classification of He-sdB, He-sdOB, or He-sdO, and 
aia magnitude G � 16.5. Additional targets were selected by colour 

nd absolute magnitude from the Gaia surv e y (Geier et al. 2019 ). 
A consequence of the selection criteria is that several white dwarfs

ave been included. The presence of central emission in the He II
686 Å line prompted us to look more closely at some of these, with
he expectation that they could be very hot white dwarfs, including 
G1159 stars and DO white dwarfs. Both classes include massive 
hite dwarfs with CO or ONeMg cores and, broadly speaking, are 

onsidered to lie on the cooling track from the asymptotic giant 
ranch (AGB) to the white dwarf sequence, roughly at the point 
 E-mail: simon.jeffery@armagh.ac.uk 1
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here the track transits from contraction at constant luminosity to 
ooling at constant radius. PG1159 stars are widely considered to be
he result of a late or very late type thermal pulse in a post-AGB star or
n a white dwarf, respectively, and also to be the precursors of the DO
hite dwarfs or DA white dwarfs, when they retain some hydrogen

n their envelope (Werner & Herwig 2006 ). 40 yr after disco v ery
McGraw et al. 1979 ), the PG 1159 stars now number approximately
0 (Werner & Herwig 2006 ; Reindl et al. 2016 ; Werner et al. 2022 )
nd include some of the hottest stars known (e.g. H1504 + 65 and
X J0439.8 −6809; Werner & Rauch 2015 ). The number of known
O white dwarfs currently stands at around 160, but hot DOs (defined

s those that do not exhibit neutral helium lines, i.e. with ef fecti ve
emperatures of 100 000 K and higher; e.g. Dreizler & Werner 1996 )
re quite rare (about 15; Dufour et al. 2017 , the Montreal White
warf Database 1 ). Related hot pre-white dwarfs are the O(H) and
(He) classes introduced by Mendez ( 1991 ), denoting H-rich and
e-rich objects that are in most cases central stars of old planetary
ebulae (PNe). This broad picture almost certainly obscures a more 
omplex and diverse mixture of origins for all groups, indicated by a
ariety of surface chemistries, pulsation properties, and associations 
ith PNe. Continuing to build a census of all classes is essential for
eveloping our picture of the late stages of stellar evolution. 

This paper presents the SALT surv e y observations of white dwarfs
btained to date ( Section 2 ). It includes an analysis of the new
isco v eries ( Section 3 ), an inspection of the data for PNe ( Section 4 ),
nd a photometric study of both PG1159 stars in the sample (Section
 ). The conclusion (Section 6 ) summarizes the new disco v eries in
he wider context of very hot white dwarfs. 
 ht tps://www.mont realwhit edwarfdatabase.org 
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Figure 1. SALT/RSS spectra of hot white dwarfs and pre-white dwarfs. Identifiers are on the left and spectral classes are on the right. Positions of principal 
lines are indicated at the top. The data are slightly smoothed (FWHM = 0.5 Å). Gaps in the spectrum of J1740 are replaced by continuum. The spectrum of a 
well-known PG1159 star, the central star of NGC 246, is included for comparison. 

Table 1. The SALT hot white dwarf and pre-white dwarf sample showing: SALT or other catalogue identifiers, Gaia catalogue numbers, 
Gaia G magnitudes and parallaxes (Gaia Collaboration 2021 ), SALT observation dates and times, and total spectroscopy exposure times. 

SALT identifier Gaia DR3 G p (mas) SALT observation ( UTC ) Total exposure (s) 

EC 01339 −6730 4698459205509788288 16.77 2.12 ± 0.05 20200623 04:00 1500 
SALT J172335.2 −672530 5811791728816787584 16.28 1.14 ± 0.06 20190906 19:00 1000 
SALT J172411.7 −632147 5910236846008692352 16.59 0.59 ± 0.06 20190908 18:45 1000 
SALT J174009.9 −721444 5803795977174249344 16.11 1.00 ± 0.04 20200701 21:55 1000 
SALT J191750.1 −201408 4083008911902900992 15.97 1.20 ± 0.06 20201005 19:30 1000 
SALT J203959.5 −034117 4224550035873178240 16.92 0.15 ± 0.08 20200909 21:30 1000 
SALT J212525.8 −510559 6466250289796929024 16.82 0.34 ± 0.07 20220625 23:00 1000 
SALT J213742.6 −382901 6585736932806500736 16.95 0.54 ± 0.09 20200825 18:50 1000 
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 SALT/RSS  OBSERVATIONS  

ommencing in 2018, observations have been obtained with the
ALT Robert Stobie Spectrograph (RSS) at the SALT. The observing
ethod and data reduction procedures are described by Jeffery

t al. ( 2021 ). The spectrograph detector consists of three adjacent
CDs, each separated by a small gap. To a v oid gaps in the observed

pectrum, observations were obtained at two camera angles co v ering
 v erlapping spectral ranges and then merged into a single data
roduct. Occasionally, weather conditions or technical problems led
o data from only one camera position being useable (cf. SALT
174009.9–721444; Fig. 1 ). 

Targets were initially selected from stars classified as He-sdO,
e-sdB, He-sdOB, sdOD, or their equi v alents, in a wide range of

atalogues (Jeffery et al. 2021 ). Additional targets were taken from
he colour-selected list of hot subdwarf candidates provided by Geier
NRAS 519, 2321–2330 (2023) 
t al. ( 2019 ). Most of these additional targets only exist in the Gaia
atalogue (Gaia Collaboration 2021 ). To assist with observing and
ata management, we have assigned a coordinate-based identifier
o each target. Equi v alences are given in Table 1 . For convenience
ithin this paper, individual stars may be abbreviated to Jhhmm, e.g.

1724 ≡ SALT J172411.7 −632147. 
For much of the campaign, these targets were observed at Priority

, i.e. during gaps in the telescope queue. Latterly, additional time was
warded to accelerate the execution of survey. The extension of the
urv e y to colour-selected candidates inevitably led to observations
f an increasing fraction of stars from outside the original scope of
he project, including those presented here. 

The resolution of 2.2 Å matches that used for spectral classification
y Drilling et al. ( 2013 ). Relative line strengths for specific hydrogen
nd helium lines provide preliminary classifications, which are then

art/stac3531_f1.eps
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hecked manually. White dwarfs are easily identified as outliers 
Fig. 1 ). 

The outliers include white dwarfs showing He I 4471 Å, including 
even DB, two DBA, and one DAB white dwarfs. Being mostly taken
rom the Edinburgh-Cape surv e y of faint blue stars (Kilkenny et al.
997, 2015, 2016 ; Stobie et al. 1997 ; O’Donoghue et al. 2013 ), the
ajority are previously known to science (Bergeron et al. 2011 ; 

effery et al. 2021 ). Eight additional outliers are clearly hotter, 
howing significant absorption and/or emission at He II 4686 Å. 
hese are the subjects of this paper. 

.1 Hot hydrogen-rich pre-white dwarfs 

wo stars exhibit Balmer lines plus He II 4686 Å with a central emis-
ion but no He I lines, pointing at a very high ef fecti ve temperature.
he y also hav e v ery weak emission from N V 4604/4620 and 4945 Å
nd C IV 4658 Å (Fig. 1 ). They can be classified as O(H) stars using
he scheme of Mendez ( 1991 ). 

.2 Hot helium-rich (pre-)white dwarfs 

our stars display spectra dominated by He II lines while neutral He
ines are absent, again pointing at very high ef fecti ve temperatures.
ne of these (EC 01339 −6730) is a hot DO white dwarf while,
ecause of lower surface gravity (see below), the other three are 
(He) stars according to the Mendez ( 1991 ) classification scheme. 
hey show weak emission from N V 4945 Å. The observation of
ALT J174009.9 −721444 failed for the second grating angle. 

.3 PG 1159 stars 

ne star included in the 2021 SALT sample as a comparison for
lassification was BD −12 ◦134A, the central star of the PN NGC 246
Dreyer 1888 ) and also a PG1159 star. The second part of the SALT
urv e y includes two new PG1159 stars (SALT J213742.6 −382901 =
aia EDR3 6585736932806500736 and SALT J172411.7 −632147 
 Gaia EDR3 5910236846008692352). Both were identified as hot 

ubdwarfs from photometry by Geier et al. ( 2019 ). The first was
lso identified as a white dwarf by Gentile Fusillo et al. ( 2019 ).
hese hitherto unknown PG1159 stars were recognized by their 

esemblance with BD −12 ◦134A and show the hallmarks typical of
his spectral class, an absorption trough comprising He II 4686 Å and 
 IV 4647/4658 Å, plus other weak C IV lines. The first also exhibits
mission lines from N V 4604/4620 and 4945 Å. 

 SPECTRAL  ANALYSIS  

e used the T ̈ubingen Model-Atmosphere Package ( TMAP ) to build
rids of non-LTE plane-parallel models in radiative and hydrostatic 
quilibrium. For the two PG1159 stars, we used models of the type
ntroduced by Werner & Rauch ( 2014 ). In essence, they include
, He, C, and O. Since H and O are not detected in the observed

pectra, we set the respective model abundances to very lo w v alues
uch that they do not affect the spectra in the observed wavelength
egion. One of the PG1159 stars exhibits N V emission lines at
604/4620 and 4945 Å. In the respective models, non-LTE line- 
ormation iterations were performed for nitrogen. Best-fitting models 
ithin this grid were identified to provide ef fecti ve temperatures, 

urface gravities, and element abundances. The resulting fits are 
hown in Fig. 2 and the model parameters are shown in Table 2 .
rrors in atmospheric parameters were estimated by comparing 
ynthetic spectra from our grid with the observations. Both PG1159 
tars turn out to be among the hottest in their class, albeit the
rror for the ef fecti ve temperature of SALT J213742.6 −382901 is
articularly large (180 000 ± 40 000 K). Observations in a broader
ptical wavelength range would reveal more temperature sensitive 
ines of C IV and O VI that would yield stronger constraints. 

For the three O(He) stars and the DO white dwarf, we computed a
rid of pure helium models and, as for the PG1159 stars, nitrogen line
ormation was performed. Again, best-fitting models were chosen 
y eye (Figs 3 and 4 ). We find that the four He-rich stars are
ery hot, having temperatures in the range 130 000–150 000 K and
og g /cm s −2 around 7 (Table 2 ). The three O(He) stars exhibit
 N V 4945 Å emission feature but not the 4604/4620 Å doublet,
hile in the models with the adopted atmospheric parameters, the 
604/4620 Å doublet is seen in emission. The models show that at
lightly lower temperatures of around 120 000 K, the 4604/4620 Å
ines turn from emission to absorption, being invisible at ∼120 000 K,
hile 4602/4620 Å is still in emission unless the N abundance is

educed from N = 0.01 to N = 0.001. It could be that this emis-
ion/absorption turning point would appear in hotter models when 
ore realistic temperature structures are considered. The upper 

tmospheric layers could be affected by trace metals that are not
ncluded in the current models. As a consequence, we adopted a
ather large error for the N abundance (0.5 dex). 

The analysis of the two O(H) stars proceeded in a similar way.
e computed models comprising hydrogen and helium to determine 

f fecti ve temperature, surface gravity, and H/He abundance ratio. 
dditional line-formation calculations were performed to find C and 
 abundances (Table 2 and Fig. 3 ). Both objects have temperatures

ust abo v e 100 000 K and relati vely lo w surface gravities of around
og g ∼ 6. Their H/He ratio is solar. The C and N abundances are
/3 solar but within the error limits they are compatible with solar
bundances. 

The positions of the analysed PG1159 stars, O(He) stars, and the
ot DO white dwarf in the Kiel (log g – T eff ) diagram are shown
n Fig. 5 , together with other objects of these classes. The two new
G1159 stars are remarkable because they belong to the hottest 
embers of their group (Werner & Herwig 2006 ) that currently

omprises about 60 stars with ef fecti ve temperatures between 75 000
nd 250 000 K and gravities between log g = 5.3 and 8. O(He) stars
re quite rare (Reindl et al. 2014 ) and the three new members extend
he group to 14 stars co v ering 80 000–200 000 K and log g = 5.0–6.7.
he new O(He) stars are at the high-temperature and high-gravity 
nd of the O(He) regime. To our best knowledge, the new hot DO is
he hottest DO white dwarf known (130 000 K), rivalling the hitherto
ottest one, PG0038 + 199 (125 000 K; Werner, Rauch & Kruk 2017 ).
The positions of the two O(H) stars in the Kiel diagram are shown

n Fig. 6 , together with other O(H)-type stars with and without
 PN. The unexpected phenomenon of the ‘missing’ PN for the
(H) stars is known for just a few objects and has been discussed

.g. by Reindl et al. ( 2016 ). Accordingly, ‘naked’ stars are more
ommon among the PG1159 and O(He) classes and can be explained
y a (very) late thermal pulse evolution and binary WD mergers,
espectively. 

 PLANETA RY  N E BU L A E  

ince several O(H), O(He), and PG1159 stars are also the cen-
ral stars of PNe, we checked the RSS long-slit spectra for ev-
dence of H β and [O III ] emission lines. The O(H) star SALT
203959.5 −034117 is the only one to show extended H β emission,
ccompanied by O[ III ] emission at 5007, 4959, and He II 4686
, with a total extent of some 38 arcsec (Fig. 7 ). H γ and He I
MNRAS 519, 2321–2330 (2023) 
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Figure 2. Normalized SALT/RSS spectra (smoothed with a 0.5 Å wide boxcar) of two PG1159 stars as labelled (blue) with best-fitting non-LTE model spectra 
(red). Significant lines due to principal ions in the model are identified, as well as the location of the calcium interstellar lines. The model atmosphere parameters 
are shown in Table 2 . 

Table 2. Results from non-LTE model atmosphere fit for hot (pre-)white dwarfs disco v ered with SALT. Element abundances are given in mass fractions. 

Star Class T eff (K) log g ( cm s −2 ) H He C N 

EC 01339 −6730 DO 130 000 ± 10 000 7.0 ± 0.3 – 1.0 – –
SALT J174009.9 −721444 O(He) 140 000 ± 15 000 6.7 ± 0.5 – 0.997 – 0.003 ± 0.5 dex 
SALT J191750.1 −201408 O(He) 150 000 ± 10 000 6.7 ± 0.3 – 0.997 – 0.003 ± 0.5 dex 
SALT J172335.2 −672530 O(He) 130 000 ± 15 000 6.5 ± 0.5 – 0.99 – 0.01 ± 0.5 dex 
SALT J203959.5 −034117 O(H) 110 000 ± 10 000 6.1 ± 0.2 0.75 ± 0.05 0.25 ± 0.05 8 × 10 −4 ± 0.5 dex 2.3 × 10 −4 ± 0.5 dex 
SALT J212525.8 −510559 O(H) 120 000 ± 10 000 6.3 ± 0.2 0.75 ± 0.05 0.25 ± 0.05 8 × 10 −4 ± 0.5 dex 2.3 × 10 −4 ± 0.5 dex 
SALT J172411.7 −632147 PG1159 160 000 ± 20 000 6.5 ± 0.5 – 0.50 ± 0.25 0.50 ± 0.25 –
SALT J213742.6 −382901 PG1159 180 000 ± 40 000 7.0 ± 0.5 – 0.49 ± 0.25 0.49 ± 0.25 0.01 ± 0.3 dex 
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471 Å are also visible in emission. The Pan-STARRS g band and
ALEX surv e ys show evidence of extended nebulosity, while the
ECam Le gac y Surv e y (De y et al. 2019 ) g band shows a clear PN

entred on J2039 with angular diameter 50 arcsec (Fig. 8 ). Being
he central star of a PN, J2039 resembles the majority of O(H)
tars. Following current practice, suggested names for the nebula
nclude PN G042.5 −25.8 and JeWeKi 1. SALT J212525.8 −510559
s the hottest of the few O(H) stars without a detectable
ebula. 
NRAS 519, 2321–2330 (2023) 
 SAAO  PHOTOMETRY  

 ollowing the disco v ery that both PG1159 stars were of the N-
ich variety, the authors postulated that they could be GW Vir
ariables, i.e. pulsating stars with multiple periods in the range
00–1500 s. F ortunately, it pro v ed possible to obtain data at v ery
hort notice using the SHOC photometer (Sutherland High-speed
ptical Camera; Coppejans et al. 2013 ) on the 1.0 m Elizabeth
elescope at the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO)

art/stac3531_f2.eps
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Figure 3. Like Fig. 2 but here for two O(H) stars and one DO white dwarf. 
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etween 2022 September 14 and 21. Although bedevilled by bad 
eather and the drive motor shearing its mounting, it was possible

o get three short runs on each star; a synopsis of the observing
og is given in Table 3 . No filter (‘white light’) was used for
ll the observations in order to adequately resolve the anticipated 
eriods likely to occur in these 16th magnitude stars. J1724 was 
lready an hour past the meridian at the start of the night, but
onger runs were possible on J2137; this pro v ed fortuitous as the
mplitudes of frequencies detected in the latter were much smaller 
han in the former and it was possible to show that both stars are
ariable on time-scales consistent with GW Vir stars, as described 
elow. 
MNRAS 519, 2321–2330 (2023) 
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Figure 4. As Fig. 2 but here for three O(He) stars. 
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Reduction of the CCD frames and magnitude extraction were
erformed using software written by Darragh O’Donoghue and based
n the DOPHOT programme described by Schechter, Mateo & Saha
 1993 ). For both stars, it was possible to find several other, apparently
on-variable, stars on the CCD frames that were used to differentially
NRAS 519, 2321–2330 (2023) 
orrect the target star data, allowing us to use data affected by small
mounts of cloud. The resulting light curves for both stars are shown
n Figs 9 and 10 . 

The frequency analyses were carried out with Darragh
’Donoghue’s EAGLE programme that uses the Fourier transform

art/stac3531_f4.eps
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Figure 5. Positions and error bars of the new DO white dwarf, PG1159, and O(He) stars in the Kiel diagram together with known objects of these classes. 
Evolutionary tracks by Althaus et al. ( 2009 ) are labelled with the stellar mass in solar units. 

Figure 6. Positions of the two new O(H) stars (red symbols) in the Kiel 
diagram together with other objects of this class. Evolutionary tracks by 
Miller Bertolami ( 2016 ) are labelled with the stellar mass in solar units. H- 
rich central stars of PNe are depicted by open circles and naked O(H)-type 
stars by filled circles. This is an updated plot from Reindl et al. ( 2016 ); see 
references in the caption of their fig. 3. 

Figure 7. Spectrum of nebula surrounding the O(H) star J2039, showing 
emission lines of H β, H γ , [O III ], He I, and He II . Fluxes are shown as mean 
counts per pixel for a total integration time of 400 s, and are extracted from a 
region 1.9–18 arcsec on both sides of the central star. 
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FT) method of Deeming ( 1975 ) as modified by K urtz ( 1985 ). F or
ach star, a periodogram was calculated for the light curve on each
ight, the highest peak remo v ed by a least-squares fitted sinusoid
Deeming 1968 ) and the periodogram recalculated, and so on. The
ew highest amplitude frequencies from each night were compared 
nd four for each star were found to be reasonably coincident
occurring in two or three of the nights). The procedure was then
epeated with all the data for each star and the same frequencies were
eco v ered. These are illustrated in Figs 11 and 12 . A simultaneous fit
o four frequencies for each star was then carried out and the results
re listed in Table 4 . 

The two signals with highest amplitude for each star are well
bo v e their respectiv e 4 σ detection thresholds ( ∼0.001 for J1724
nd ∼0.0007 for J2137) and we regard them as well established. The
MNRAS 519, 2321–2330 (2023) 
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Figure 8. A smoothed g- band image of O(H) star J2039 from the DECam 

le gac y surv e y (De y et al. 2019 ) rev ealing the surrounding PN. The circle has 
an angular diameter of 50 arcsec and the image measures 2 × 2 arcmin 2 with 
north up and east to the left. 

Table 3. Observing log for the SAAO SHOC data. In the 
SHOC mode used, there is a read-out time of ∼6 s for each 
frame. 

Date JD Exposure n Run 
2022 Sep 2450000 + (s) (frames) (h) 

SALT J172411.7 −632147 
14/15 9837 30 218 2.1 
20/21 9843 45 129 1.7 
21/22 9844 40 147 1.8 

SALT J213742.6 −382901 
14/15 9837 40 279 3.4 
19/20 9842 60 299 5.2 
21/22 9844 45 278 3.8 

Figure 9. Light curves obtained with the SAAO 1.0 m telescope for the 
PG1159 star SALT J172411.7 −632147. From the top, the data are from the 
nights 2022 September 14/15, 20/21, and 21/22. All data are differentially 
corrected and have the mean magnitude removed. 

Figure 10. Light curves obtained with the SAAO 1.0 m telescope for PG1159 
star SALT J213742.6 −382901. From the top, the data are from the nights 
2022 September 14/15, 19/20, and 21/22. All data are differentially corrected 
and have the mean magnitude removed. 

Figure 11. FTs of the combined SAAO light curves of SALT 

J172411.7 −632147. The upper panel shows the FT of the data shown in 
Fig. 9 . The lower panel shows the FT of the same data pre-whitened by the 
first two frequencies shown for this star in Table 4 . 
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w o weak er signals in each star are close to those detection thresholds
nd thus less rob ust. A necessary ca veat is illustrated by Fig. 13 . The
elatively short duration of each data set combined with the much
onger time between them (1 and 6 d for J1724; 2 and 5 d for J2137)
esults in the possibility that the frequencies in Table 4 might be
liases of the true frequencies. Nevertheless, it seems clear that both
tars exhibit GW Vir variability. 

Comparing the observed period ranges and ef fecti ve temperatures
ith earlier observations and theoretical models of GW Vir variables
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Hot pre-white dwarfs from SALT 2329 

Figure 12. FTs of the combined SAAO light curves of SALT 

J213742.6 −382901. The upper panel shows the FT of the data shown in 
Fig. 10 . The lower panel shows the FT of the same data pre-whitened by the 
first two frequencies shown for this star in Table 4 . 

Table 4. Frequencies, amplitudes, and periods 
detected in the light curves of the two PG1159 
stars in the sample. Numbers in brackets are 
the formal errors (s.d.) of the least-squares 
solutions in the last digit of the quantity. 

Frequency Amplitude Period 
( μHz) (mag) (s) 

SALT J172411.7 −632147 
1356.62 (4) 0.013 (1) 737 
1528.05 (6) 0.009 (1) 654 
1238.9 (1) 0.006 (1) 807 
1003.3 (1) 0.005 (1) 997 

SALT J213742.6 −382901 
1127.14 (7) 0.006 (1) 887 
906.91 (6) 0.005 (1) 1103 
1045.2 (1) 0.003 (1) 957 
1500.8 (1) 0.003 (1) 667 
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Figure 13. Window functions for the SAAO observ ations sho wn in Figs 9 
(J1724: top) and 10 (J2137: bottom). The scale is substantially expanded 
compared to Figs 11 and 12 to show the alias pattern. For example, in the top 
panel the alias patterns caused by the 1 and 6 d separation of the data sets –
at 11.57 and ∼2 μHz – are clearly visible. 
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C ́orsico, Althaus & Miller Bertolami 2006 ; Uzundag et al. 2021 ),
oth stars lie within expected ranges. J2137 may be the hottest 
W Vir found to date, but lies slightly to the blue (stable) side of the

heoretical blue edge for non-radial l = 2 g modes, which is again
lueward of the blue edge for l = 1 modes (C ́orsico et al. 2006 ).
iven the errors in spectroscopic T eff and log g , the discrepancy is
ot significant. Ho we ver, higher quality spectroscop y of J2137 w ould
elp locate the position of the GW Vir l = 2 stability boundary. 

 C O N C L U S I O N  

erendipitously, the SALT surv e y for helium-rich subdwarfs has 
ed to the disco v ery of eight hot white dwarfs and pre-white dwarfs
ith ef fecti v e temperatures e xceeding 100 000 K. They comprise two
G1159 stars, one DO white dwarf, three O(He), and two O(H) stars.
ollow-up spectroscopy and analysis will explore their significance 
or stellar evolution studies. One O(H) star is the central star of a
ewly disco v ered PN. The other is the hottest ‘naked’ O(H) star.
he DO white dwarf is also the hottest in its class. Both of the
ew PG1159 stars are variable with more than one period detected
n the range 600–1200 s, giving them the characteristics of GW Vir
ariables. Again, one may be the hottest known GW Vir variable and
n important test for theoretical models of stability in GW Vir stars.
ore extended observations, preferably from space, would allow 

heir asteroseismic properties to be explored in more detail. 
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